
●BREAKING FOUR MORE BODIES PULLED FROM RUBBLE IN MIAMI-AREA CONDO COLLAPSE, BRINGING DEATH TOLL TO 16

The chef ’s version of ‘What’d you do over the
summer?’
By  Alexandra Hall  Globe correspondent, September 10, 2018, 4:02 p.m.

“Eventide has partnered with Winter Point as long as I can remember,”

said Chris Himmel, thus opening up a discussion about how the James

Beard award-winning seafood restaurant’s weekly orders (it has a

location both in Portland and as of last year, Boston) of bivalves has

almost singlehandedly kept the farm in business.
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What’s a little strange, though, is that Himmel doesn’t work for Eventide. Boston diners know him as the

president of Himmel Hospitality Group, which includes the urbane, heavy-hitter restaurants Post 390, The

Harvest, Bistro du Midi, and Grill 23 & Bar. So why, then, is he taking all this time to talk up Eventide?
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Because on nights like this, they all might as well work for the same place. For the third summer in a row, in a

program titled “Himmel Hits the Road,” the company has spent weeks bringing its top-performing chefs,

beverage directors, and managers, and servers on lengthy road trips to many of the farms they work with, and to

join up and cook with other restaurants that work with those same farms. The first summer they got in an RV

and spent 23 days driving, cooking, and eating their way from Washington, D.C., down through Atlanta, Florida,

New Orleans, Austin, Texas, Las Vegas, and LA, ending up in Bawley, Calif. — home to one of Himmel’s most

prized and longstanding family farm producers, Brandt Beef. Year two they took on the Pacific northwest,

starting in Seattle, moving on to Portland, Ore., and wrapping up in Napa, Calif.
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This year, though, the trip was all about New England, and that proximity made it possible to bring along even

more staff than in years past. There was the dinner cooked by the Bistro du Midi team with the whole Island

Creek Oysters crew on their Duxbury Bay farm. And there was the feast conjured and consumed by The Harvest

staff and their longtime farming partners at Kimball Fruit Farm on the border of Massachusetts and New

Hampshire. “That’s one of our oldest relationships,” said Himmel. “And it was a blast for Tyler [Kinnett, chef of

The Harvest]. He loves wild foraging and finding new produce, and they have 80 varieties of heirloom tomatoes

and peaches there.”

Then it was on to Vermont, where they spent a day learning the process of farming and processing grains for

bourbon and rye at Whistlepig Farm — a brand that features heavily in the beverage programs at all of the

Himmel group’s restaurants. “We were some of the first to carry them. So our bartenders finally got hands-on

lessons in how they’re made,” said Himmel. In Springfield, Vt., they settled in at Spring-Rock Farm, owned by

former scientist-turned-Wagyu cattle farmer Sheila Patinkin. There, Post 390 chef Nick Deutmeyer and sous

chef Casey Lovell took over Patinkin’s kitchen to cook, after she’d taught the group the best and most creative

ways to use the whole animal. “She uses a very scientific way of raising and using as much of it as possible”

explains Himmel. “Nick and Casey grew up doing that, but she showed them even more about getting a game

plan together for how we’re going to integrate it into our menus.” In the end, the restaurant went through a half

a cow on the trip; Patinkin only sells by the whole or half animal. “Those are the kinds of people we want to

partner with,” said Himmel. “People who say, ‘Yeah, I could go along with what the market dictates, but I want

to do something different.’ When we go on these trips, we want our people to be inspired by that and bring it

home to Boston.”
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And then in Maine, there was the dinner on Winter Point.

“I’ve been a big fan of the Eventide folks these past years,” said Himmel, watching as his executive chef at Grill

23 & Bar, Peter Agostinelli, sears lamb lollipops and 100-day aged ribeyes. “In our industry, we have limited

time for chefs to connect with other restaurants. This is our chance to embed ourselves into the farms and learn

more from them about how they partner together.” How places like Eventide have helped Winter Point and vice

versa, for example. “Yeah,” he said, smiling. “And it also gives us a whole lot to talk about when diners back in

Boston ask us, ‘What’d you do this summer?’ ”
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Together with the Eventide crew’s New England clam bake and platters of gleaming sashimi, Grill 23’s specialty

meats will comprise a dream-team effort in what could arguably be considered the ultimate in surf ’n turf

dinners. People carry dishes, pour wine, and grab plates for one other. Behind them in the open field abutting

the bay stretches a single long table, set for the staffs of both restaurants to sit down to dinner.

Alexandra Hall can be reached at alexandrahal@gmail.com.
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PORTLAND, Maine —

“These were in the water an hour and a half ago,” said Arlin Smith,

general manager of Eventide Oyster Co. restaurant, lifting up a just-

shucked littleneck clam that drips with brine in its shell and glistens in

the setting sun. A long slice of marsh behind him, lit to an electric green

by that same sunset, is home to oyster beds belonging to Winter Point

Oyster Farm — a tiny family operation perched on this pristine swath of

Mill Cove in West Bath, Maine.

Himmel Hospitality Group brought together Eventide
Oyster Co. chefs and Winter Point Oyster Farm
employees for dinner on Winter Point in Portland,
Maine.
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A bald eagle was released into the wild after two fishermen in Cape Cod caught the
eagle. (Courtesy of New England Wildlife Center)
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Longtime director of Boston rape crisis center
leaves amid a broiling controversy over racial
equity
The departure of Gina Scaramella comes after more than
half of the nonprofit’s staff sent the board a letter detailing
what they said was the director's failure to “rise to the
current challenge of addressing white supremacy.”

THE GREAT DIVIDE

Task force calls for exam school admission
changes, but gives in on exception for high-
ranking students
The changes finalized at a public meeting Tuesday night
would place much more emphasis on a student’s grades
than test results, and would separate applicants into eight
groups based on their socioeconomic status, so that a low-
income child would not be competing with a wealthier
student for the same seat.

Gordon Ramsay is coming to the Back Bay
Now that Americans are eating out in droves again,
Ramsay is cooking up his US expansion.

‘It was mayhem’: How a peaceful day in
Winthrop became a matter of life and death
Here’s what happened Saturday, leading to two Black
bystanders being gunned down and authorities
investigating a hate crime.

Video: Great White Shark feasts on seal ‘close
to shore’ in Provincetown
Dom Richmond said the apex predator was roughly 20 to
30 feet away from where the waves were breaking on the
sand.

ANALYSIS

N.H.’s Sununu, the GOP’s top Senate recruit for
2022, may have just created a big political
problem over abortion
In a little-noticed move on Friday, the Republican Party’s
top recruit to run for the US Senate next year— and
possibly flip the balance of power in the chamber ― may
have committed a mistake that will likely dominate next
year’s election.

Four more bodies pulled from rubble in Miami-
area condo collapse, bringing death toll to 16
A fire official has told families that four additional victims
have been found dead in condo rubble; the death toll rises
to 16.

Gwen Berry, and the hammers thrown at Black
womanhood
Democracy depends on Black women, yet America does
not see the humanity of Black girls and women.

Graphic: What happened during the Winthrop
shootings, turn by turn
The vicious attack lasted less than 15 minutes from
beginning to end. What happened?
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